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Concept

VIPO – Adventures of the Flying Dog" is an exciting action/adventure
animated television series aimed primarily at young children and their 
families. VIPO is a cuddly, cute dog, who learns how to use his 
exceptionally big ears to fly! VIPO and his two friends, Henry the stork
and Betty the toy cat, set out to explore the world and learn interesting
facts about different countries and their cultures. Through exciting 
stories full of humor, imagination and adventure VIPO also learns the 
importance of friendship. 

The superb quality HD animation makes the characters and stories come
alive and is now available as four movies in feature film length:

1.  Learning to Fly
VIPO has big ears that make him special: with them, he learns to fly
and sets out to fulfill his dream and become an explorer. VIPO, 
together with Betty and Henry visit Austria, Germany and Italy during
their first leg of their journey. Among others, VIPO meets Amadeus
and the musical mice, a joke-telling flamingo called Ziggy and Dr.
Timmly, a guinea pig scientist. VIPO helps them out of sticky situations
and learns more about their countries.

2. Tea, Cheese and Chocolate
VIPO, Henry and Betty continue their adventures and visit Spain, 
Switzerland, Holland and the United Kingdom. They help a kind-
hearted bull named Billy, lend a helping hand at a Swiss chocolate
factory, meet the artist Vincent van Fox and have to solve a Sherlock
Holmes style mystery in London.

3. Snow, Jungles and Mysterious Pyramids
In the third installment of VIPO's adventures our intrepid friends visit
Russia, Greece, Egypt, India and the African jungle. During their 
adventures they get to meet Igor, a vegetarian circus tiger, save the
Olympic Games, get lost in the belly of an ancient pyramid and help
Anat, an elephant in love.

4. The Ninja Monkey and the Secret Treasure
In the final VIPO movie, our hero's adventure comes to an end, but not
before he visits Mexico, USA, Japan and China with his trusted friends
Henry and Betty. They go on a treasure hunt at Chichen Itza where
they meet up with an old friend, save the squirrels Jenny and Jimmy
from the rapper cats in New-York, help Yao the Tamarin Monkey on his
quest to become a ninja, and save a Japanese Fair from the hands of
conniving bunnies. In the end, a big surprise awaits our hero, as all his
friends from around the world gather to celebrate his birthday.

Main Characters

Henry is VIPO’s best friend from the day that
he was born. Henry knows everything about
everything and is always eager to share his vast
knowledge with his friends. Henry has 
excellent navigation skills and a wealth of
knowledge when it comes to the world. 

Betty is VIPO’s cute and somewhat spoiled toy cat!
Betty is a little vain and is convinced that she is the
most beautiful, important and phenomenal cat on
the face of the Earth. 
Complaining is what Betty does best! 

VIPO is kind, good hearted and always ready to
assist someone in need. He is resourceful, clever
and curious, a born hero!  VIPO is no ordinary
dog, he has extra long ears and with them he
can fly. Thus he travels all around the world and
goes on exciting adventures with Henry and
Betty where they meet interesting characters
and make wonderful new friends.
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Marketing Opportunities The four “VIPO – Adventures of the Flying Dog” movies are family entertainment 
feature films and produced in High Definition quality. They combine exciting, humorous stories with educational facts and moral values and
offer opportunities to be marketed as:• theatrical movies for cinemas• TV specials
• DVDs
• Video-On-Demand

Facts
Titles, Duration Movie 1 – Learning to Fly (69 minutes)Movie 2 – Tea, Cheese and Chocolate (80 minutes)Movie 3 – Snow, Jungles and Mysterious Pyramids (69 minutes)Movie 4 – The Ninja Monkey and the Secret Treasure (80 minutes)
Genre CGI AnimationFormat Feature movie

High Definition, 16:9Target Audience 3-8 years / family entertainmentProduction 2012, VIPO Land Inc. (www.vipoland.com)
Contact
Globe Edutainment GmbH
c/o Oliver Alexander
Münchner Str. 20
85774 Unterföhring
Germany
oal@globe-edutainment.com
Tel +49 (0) 89 / 94 38 420 - 15
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